
Contract of use

Preamble:

caesar data & software is a so called IBE (Internet Booking Engine), that hotels may use to enhance the own 

website with a realtime online reservation function.

Reservations produced by the caesar software are free of charge, no commission or transaction fee is due to 

caesar data & software. 

Name of the hotel

represented by Mr./Mrs.

Address

ZIP/town

Website (for PC)

Website (for mobile devices)

Email address

VAT ID

(hereinafter referred to as 'the hotel') becomes user of the caesar database and of the reservation software

 caesarclassic (Usage of the IBE for business and city hotels)

 caesarfamily (Usage of the IBE for family and leisure hotels)

 caesarmobile (Usage of the booking mask for smartphones)

 caesarsocial (Usage of the booking mask for facebook)

System fee:

The system-fee that will be valid until this agreement ends, is € 25,00 per month.

The costs for the booking mask for mobile devices, if ordered as well, is € 10,00 per month.

The usage of the booking mask on facebook, caesarsocial, is free of charge.
There are no more costs, all bookings which come trough the system are without commission.
All prices are quoted exclusive of VAT. Hotels in EU countries or Switzerland: by indicating the VAT 

identification number, VAT will not be charged.

The hotel will be billed in advance for the current year.

(Your above shown address will be used on the invoice, in case a special format is requested from your tax 

office, you are kindly requested to advise the address, you want to be shown on our invoice).

The invoice shall be paid free of bank expences.



Connection/Linking:

The hotel will implement the IBE of caesar data in his homepage by a so called "link" on the hotel's website 

(i.e. a button describing 'online reservation').

Further changes on the hotel's website are not necessary.

The link will be sent to the hotel with the e-mail confirmation of the registration.

The usage of the booking mask in facebook is free of charge. The linking is also done by the hotel or the 

webmaster. caesar data provides the implemenation of the IBE into facebook against charging (see separate 

order form)

Database input:

The data input (room rates, closed dates etc.) is to be made by the hotel directly and on its own responsibility.

The data maintenance can be reached 24 hours a day. Updates of data are immediately active.

ID-code and password for the log-in will be sent to the hotel by e-mail with the confirmation of the registration 

Booking procedures:

The complete reservation process performs online, on a SSL-secure server. The reservation process is based 

on the data input by the hotel.

The reservation will be confirmed immediately per e-mail to both, the hotel and the buyer.

Parties to the (contract of) reservation are the hotel and the party making the reservation. caesar data & 

software ltd. only provides the software to enable the online reservation.

Terms of agreement:

The present agreement will become effective after signature and will run for an unlimited period.

This agreement may be cancelled at anytime giving notice by letter of fax. 

Overpaid system fee will be refunded.

In the event of the hotel failing to pay caesar data & software's invoice within 30 days after billing date, caesar 

data may subsequently and immediate suspend all its services and remove the hotel from the system.

Please send this contract signed via fax to: +49 (0)2102 - 88 969 89

caesar data & software ltd.    Stamp/Signature Hotel

Place and date



Supplementary aggreement caesarsocial

Linking the booking mask in facebook

Preambel:

The hotel can use the IBE on its facebook fanpage without any extra charge.

For the integration of the booking system into facebook, a little application needs to be written and integrate to 

the fanpage of the hotel. This can be done by the hotel itself or via caesar data & software.

Order:

With this aggreement we assign caesar data with the linking of the booking system on the facebook fanpage of 

our hotel.

The one-time costs for creating and implementing the application are € 150,00 (excl. VAT).

(Hotels in EU countries or Switzerland: by indicating the VAT identification number, VAT will not be charged)

Procedure:

For the implementation of the booking mask, caesar data needs to get administrator access to the facebook 

page of the hotel. These are the two steps:

 1.  caesar data has to ‘like’ the fanpage of the hotel first.

  So please get in contact with us after sending this aggreement and tell us the address of your  

  facebook fanpage. We will then give you a ‘like’. If you give us a call, we will do this immediatly. 

 2.  After this, the hotel is able to give caesar data admin access.

  Please get on your facebook fanpage, click on ‘settings’ and then ‘rolls’.

  Please put the following email address in the blank box: facebook@caesar-data.com

  Please press ‘save’.

  

If both steps are done you can send this order via fax to +49 (0)2102 – 88 969 89.

We will inform you as soon as the implementation is done. After that you can delete caesar data’s admin 

access via ‘settings’ and ‘rolls’.

Place and date       Contact, stamp/signature of the hotel


